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Visible and Infrared Photoinjection of Electrons into Insulating
Layers of MIS ltemory Devices.
Y.Koniya, T.Sakanoto, E.Suzuki and Y.Tarui

Electrotechnical Laboratory
Tanashi, Tokyo

Photoinjection in MIS device is of current interest because of investigation for behavior
of hot carrier inSection{r)'(2)in non-volatile nenory action and appl.ications(2)to optical
input pattern nenoly. Hitherto, photoinjection of carriers into insulating layers of MIS
device have been lirnited in the higtr energ;y wave length region such as ultraviol.et light. (1) ' (2)
In this P4per, visible and infrared photoinjection of electrons into MIS device have been
e:cperinental.ly verified and theoretically investigated by neans of illurninating nonochromatic
light on a relatively high field depl.etion region of the substrate, where the field is not
sufficient to produce avalanche injection.
In Fig.l are shown the incident photon flux
and the direct gate current in a senitransparent gate Au film (-29gi)-ttOr( t1O0 i,l-Si. diode

is driven by a large amplitude R.F. signal. ( I00KHzc1 MHz)
in Fig.5 under visibl,e and infrared nonochrornatic light exposure.
Photoinjection
efficiencies of gate currents per mit photon flux calculated fron Fig.1 are shown in Fig.2
as a function of photon wave Lengths.
fn order to explain the fundamental characteristics of photon enhanced ionization
injection of hot carriers into MIS gate, a physical nodel as ill.ustrated in Fig.4 is assuned.
the theoretical treatnent of ioniation process under a high field is alnost the same as
the previous pape" by J.[.Mo1t et at{3), but it is nodified to introduce photon enhanced
which fl.ows .when the MIS capacitor

as shotn

●

ionization as fol.lows.
0r = optical phonon energ)r = 0.063 eV r 6i = ionization threshold = 2.08 eV ,
ll = nean free path for optical phonon scatteringf4)= eo i,
y'i = r""n free path for ionization(4)= 190 i , di(x) = ionizations / cm ,
O(" = optical phonon e:ni'ssion / cm ,
d"o = optical phonon col.lisions that occur at
low energr ( nurnber of cold starts) , drh = optical phonon emission that ocurr at
high carrier energies larger than 81 7
P(E) = probability that either a singte
or nultipl.e stage ionization occuas ( per cold start )
G Er/$!)
= P(E) d,ro ,

p(E)=61E

di

The nunber

of cold

f lO'."l(t- fr. exp(- Lr/ee!l\ , !.-t = li-L n lr-'
/"h - to(i = rP(E)d ro , ; =- !, /.L
"
start electron is assuned to be proportional
to the Local photon
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d"o = iEagar ,

adsorption
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= adsorption coefficient
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{, = flux density of

photon,

o(t(x) = P(E)'Kfo16-ax
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Assrmring

the depletion region of

MIS

capacitor as sane as that of N+p step jmction ,
and the injected sate current are given
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In Fig,2, a thg6rbtical conputo" cal.culation
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of IO (1) as a firnction of X, is fitted with
- 0,5ay
the maximun injection rate is obsenred
the experinental one.
"1lrn
Ttre injection rate decreases at the shorter wave Lengths than}n , because adsorption mainly
0n the other hand, the injection
occurs at the low potential"region near the interface.
tates decreases at the longer wavelength thanl"n because the longer wave lights are not
compLetelli adsorbed in the high field depletion region.
-20r-

Photoinjection of hot carriers in case of a senitransparent Au gate MOS transistor
(to* - lloo i ,/eh = 6,1s7- ) and 10x10 I'IAOS transistor natrix (tox = 1100 i ,1500i,
t(AlUOr) = 2700 A , /.t - ISf) have aLso been exanined at visible and infrared region.
Prelininary experinentlby I4A0S transistors suggest that electron injectionsare obsertred in case
of a large R.F. signaL +DC bias such as T(2) mode shovn in Fig.S and positively charged traps
after photoinjection is observed in case of a large R.F. signal such as T(1) mode in Fig.S .
We are gratefirl to Dr.Y.Konaniya for his encouragenent and to H.Teshina, Y.Hayashi
T.Koyanagi for thier cooperation and to N.Tsujimoto and N.Uchida for thier cooperation
for e:cperinent.
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circuit
for photoinjection. Fig.S Operation mode of IvIAOS
transistor for visible
Fig.2 ehoto!.njection efficiencies of gate currents
and infrared photoper mit photon flux vs. photolwavelength
inJ ection.
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